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TrustedDB: A Trusted Hardware based
Database with Privacy and Data Confidentiality
Sumeet Bajaj, Radu Sion
Abstract—Traditionally, as soon as confidentiality becomes a concern, data is encrypted before outsourcing to a service provider.
Any software-based cryptographic constructs then deployed, for server-side query processing on the encrypted data, inherently limit
query expressiveness. Here, we introduce TrustedDB, an outsourced database prototype that allows clients to execute SQL queries
with privacy and under regulatory compliance constraints by leveraging server-hosted, tamper-proof trusted hardware in critical query
processing stages, thereby removing any limitations on the type of supported queries. Despite the cost overhead and performance
limitations of trusted hardware, we show that the costs per query are orders of magnitude lower than any (existing or) potential future
software-only mechanisms. TrustedDB is built and runs on actual hardware, and its performance and costs are evaluated here.
Index Terms—Database architectures, security, Privacy, Special-purpose Hardware.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Although the beneﬁts of outsourcing and clouds are well
known [41], signiﬁcant challenges yet lie in the path
of large-scale adoption since such services often require
their customers to inherently trust the provider with full
access to the outsourced datasets. Numerous instances
of illicit insider behavior or data leaks have left clients
reluctant to place sensitive data under the control of
a remote, third-party provider, without practical assurances of privacy and conﬁdentiality, especially in business,
healthcare and government frameworks. Moreover, today’s privacy guarantees for such services are at best
declarative and subject customers to unreasonable ﬁneprint clauses. E.g., allowing the server operator to use
customer behavior and content for commercial proﬁling
or governmental surveillance purposes.
Existing research addresses several such security aspects, including access privacy and searches on encrypted data. In most of these efforts data is encrypted
before outsourcing. Once encrypted however, inherent
limitations in the types of primitive operations that can
be performed on encrypted data lead to fundamental
expressiveness and practicality constraints.
Recent theoretical cryptography results provide hope
by proving the existence of universal homomorphisms,
i.e., encryption mechanisms that allow computation of
arbitrary functions without decrypting the inputs [43].
Unfortunately actual instances of such mechanisms seem
to be decades away from being practical [17].
Ideas have also been proposed to leverage tamperproof hardware to privately process data server-side,
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ranging from smart-card deployment [25] in healthcare,
to more general database operations [23], [32], [26].
Yet, common wisdom so far has been that trusted
hardware is generally impractical due to its performance
limitations and higher acquisition costs. As a result, with
very few exceptions [25], these efforts have stopped
short of proposing or building full - ﬂedged database
processing engines.
However, recent insights [9] into the cost-performance
trade-off seem to suggest that things stand somewhat
differently. Speciﬁcally, at scale, in outsourced contexts,
computation inside secure processors is orders of magnitude cheaper than any equivalent cryptographic operation performed on the provider’s unsecured server
hardware, despite the overall greater acquisition cost of
secure hardware.
This is so because the overheads for cryptography that
allows some processing by the server on encrypted data
are extremely high even for simple operations. This fact
is rooted not in cipher implementation inefﬁciencies but
rather in fundamental cryptographic hardness assumptions and constructs, such as trapdoor functions. Moreover, this is unlikely to change anytime soon as none
of the current primitives have, in the past half-century.
New mathematical hardness problems will need to be
discovered to allow hope of more efﬁcient cryptography.
As a result, we posit that a full-ﬂedged, privacy
enabling secure database leveraging server-side trusted
hardware can be built and run at a fraction of the cost
of any (existing or future) cryptography-enabled private
data processing on common server hardware. We validate this by designing and building TrustedDB, a SQL
database processing engine that makes use of tamperproof cryptographic coprocessors such as the IBM 4764
[3] in close proximity to the outsourced data.
Tamper resistant designs however are signiﬁcantly
constrained in both computational ability and memory capacity which makes implementing fully featured
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database solutions using secure coprocessors (SCPUs)
very challenging. TrustedDB achieves this by utilizing
common unsecured server resources to the maximum extent possible. E.g., TrustedDB enables the SCPU to transparently access external storage while preserving data
conﬁdentiality with on-the-ﬂy encryption. This eliminates the limitations on the size of databases that can be
supported. Moreover, client queries are pre-processed to
identify sensitive components to be run inside the SCPU.
Non-sensitive operations are off-loaded to the untrusted
host server. This greatly improves performance and reduces the cost of transactions.
Overall, despite the overheads and performance limitations of trusted hardware, the costs of running
TrustedDB are orders of magnitude lower than any
(existing or) potential future cryptography-only mechanisms. Moreover, it does not limit query expressiveness.
The contributions of this paper are threefold: (i) the introduction of new cost models and insights that explain
and quantify the advantages of deploying trusted hardware for data processing, (ii) the design, development,
and evaluation of TrustedDB, a trusted hardware based
relational database with full data conﬁdentiality, and
(iii) detailed query optimization techniques in a trusted
hardware-based query execution model.

2

T HE R EAL C OSTS

OF

S ECURITY

As soon as conﬁdentiality becomes a concern, data needs
to be encrypted before outsourcing. Once encrypted,
solutions can be envisioned that: (A) straightforwardly
transfer data back to the client where it can be decrypted
and queried, (B) deploy cryptographic constructs serverside to process encrypted data, and (C) process encrypted data server-side inside tamper-proof enclosures
of trusted hardware.
In this section we will compare the per-transaction
costs of each of these cases. This is possible in view of
novel results of Chen et al. [9] that allow such quantiﬁcation. We will show that, at scale, in outsourced contexts,
(C) computation inside secure hardware processors is
orders of magnitude cheaper than any equivalent cryptographic operation performed on the provider’s unsecured common server hardware (B). Moreover, due to
the extremely high cost of networking as compared with
computation, the overhead of transferring even a small
subset of the data back to the client for decryption and
processing in (A) is overall signiﬁcantly more expensive
than (C).
The main intuition behind this has to do with the
amortized cost of CPU cycles in both trusted and common hardware, as well as the cost of data transfer. Due
to economies of scale, provider-hosted CPU cycles are
1-2 orders of magnitude cheaper than that of clients and
of trusted hardware. The cost of a CPU cycle in trusted
hardware (56+ picocents1 , discussed below) becomes
1. 1 US picocent = 10−14 USD

thus of the same order as the cost of a traditional client
CPU cycle at (e.g., 14-27 picocents for small businesses)
including acquisition and operating costs.
Additionally, when data is hosted far from its accessing clients, the extremely expensive network trafﬁc often
dominates. E.g, transferring a single bit of data over a
network costs upwards of 3500 picocents [9].
Finally, cryptography that would allow processing on
encrypted data demands extremely large numbers of
cycles even for very simple operations such as addition.
This limitation is rooted in fundamental cryptographic
hardness assumptions and constructs, such as cryptographic trapdoors, the cheapest we have so far being at
least as expensive as modular multiplication [31], which
comes at a price-tag of upwards of tens of thousands of
picocents per operation [9].
The above insights lead to (C) being a signiﬁcantly
more cost-efﬁcient solution than (A) and (B). We now
detail.
2.1 Cost of Primitives
Compute Cycles and Networks.
In [9] Chen et
al. derived the cost of compute cycles for a set of
environments ranging from individual homes with
a few PCs (H) to large enterprises and compute
clouds (L) (M,L=medium,large sized business). These
costs include a number of factors, such as hardware
(server, networking), building (ﬂoor space leasing), energy (electricity), service (personnel, maintenance) etc.
Fig. 1. CPU cycle costs Their main thesis is that, due to
(picocent).
economies of scale and favorable
H
S
M
L
operating parameters, per-cycle
5
14-27
2
<0.5
costs decrease dramatically when
run in large compute providers’ infrastructures.
The resulting cpu cycle costs (ﬁgure 1) range from 27
picocents for a small business environment to less than
half of a picocent for large cloud providers. Network
service costs range from a few hundred picocents per
bit for non-dedicated service to thousands of picocents in
the case of medium sized businesses. Detailed numbers
are available in [39], [9], [40].
Also, the work in [39], [9] derives the cost of x86equivalent CPU cycles inside cloud-hosted SCPUs such
as the IBM 4764 to be ≈56 picocents. We note that while
this is indeed much higher than the < 0.5 picocent cost of
a cycle on commodity hardware, it is comparable to the
cost of cycles in CPUs hosted in small sized enterprises
(14-27 picocents).
2.2 Comparison
Given these data points we now compare the A, B and C
alternatives discussed above. We consider the following
simple scenario. A client outsources a encrypted dataset
composed of integers to a provider. The encrypted data
is then subjected to a simple aggregation (SUM) query
in which the server is to add all the integers without
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Fig. 2. Comparison of outsourced aggregation query solutions.
decryption and return the result to the client. We chose
this mechanism not only for its illustrative simplicity but
also because SUM aggregation is one of the very few
types of queries for which non-hardware solutions have
been proposed. This allows us to directly compare with
existing work. Later in section 2.3 we also generalize for
arbitrary queries. Figure 2 summarizes the cost analysis
that follows.
Querying un-encrypted data. No conﬁdentiality. As a
baseline consider the most prevalent scenario today, in
which the client’s data is stored un-encrypted with the
service provider. Client queries are executed entirely on
the provider’s side and only the results are transferred
back. Although this is the most cost - effective solution
it offers no data conﬁdentiality. The lower bound cost of
query execution in this case is as follows2 :
Costunencrypted = 2 · D · Cbit transmit +


N
− 1 · Ccycle server · ηaddition
D

(1)

where N is the size of the entire database in bits, D = 32
(32 bit integers), Ccycle server is the cost of one CPU cycle
on server hardware, ηaddition = 1 is the average number
of CPU cycles required for an addition operation [22].
Cbit transmit is the cost of transmitting 1 bit of data from
the service provider to the client.
(A) Transferring encrypted data to client. The ﬁrst
baseline solution for data conﬁdentiality works by transferring the entire database to the client. The client then
decrypts and aggregates the data. The cost of this alternative becomes
Costtransf er = N · (Cbit transmit + Cbit decryption )+


N
− 1 · Ccycle client · ηaddition
D

(B) Cryptography. Traditional additive homomorphisms
[33], [28], [29] have been used in existing work [19],
[42], to allow servers to run aggregation queries over
encrypted data. These allow the computation of the
encryption of the sum of a set of encrypted values
without requiring their decryption in the process.
Existing homomorphisms require the equivalent work
of at least a modular multiplication in performing their
corresponding operation, such as addition. Moreover,
for security, this modular multiplication needs to be
performed in ﬁelds with a large modulus. For efﬁciency
[42] goes one step further and proposes to perform aggregation in parallel by simultaneously adding multiple
32-bit integer values. They achieve this by adding two
1024-bit chunks of encrypted data at a time. Due to
the properties of the Paillier cryptosystem, each such
addition involves one 2048-bit modular multiplication3 .
The server then computes the encrypted sum of all
such large integers, which is equivalent to a single modular multiplication of the encrypted values modulo 2048,
and returns the result to the client. The client decrypts
the 2048 bit result into a 1024 bit plain-text, splits this
into 32 integers of 32 bits each, and computes their sum.
The cost of this scheme is given by
Costhomomorphic

where Bh = 1024 is the plain-text block size
and Cmodular mul is the cost of performing a single
modular multiplication modulo 2048 on the server.
Chomomorphic dec is the cost of performing the single decryption on client and involves modular multiplication
and exponentiation.
(C) SCPUs. A possible use of a SCPU is to perform
the aggregation fully within it. The result can then be
re-encrypted and transmitted back to the client.
In addition to the core CPU processing costs (which
can be computed directly from the cost of SCPU cycles), data transfer overheads are incurred i.e., to bring
encrypted data into the SCPU and then transfer the
encrypted results back to the host server. The total cost
of the solution

 becomes
Costscpu =

(2)



N
Bh
·
=
− 1 · Cmodular mul +
D
Bh
2 · Bh · Cbit transmit + Chomomorphic dec +



Bh
− 1 · Ccycle client · ηaddition
D
(3)

N
· (δsrv · Ccycle srv + δscpu · Ccycle scpu ) +
Bs
N · Cbit decryption scpu +


N
− 1 · Ccycle scpu · ηaddition scpu +
D
Bc · Cbit encryption scpu + Bc · Cbit transmit +
Bc · Cbit decyption client
(4)

Where Cbit decryption = 8 picocents is the normalized cost
of decrypting one bit with AES-128 and Ccycle client = 2
picocents is the cost of a single client CPU cycle respectively in medium-sized (M) enterprises. Naturally we
observe that here the cost of transferring the database
to the client dominates.

Where δsrv and δscpu are the server and SCPU cycles
used to setup data transfer and include the cost of setting

2. The cost of reading data from storage into main memory is a
common factor in all solutions and thus not included here

3. To process n-bit plain-texts, Paillier operates in n2 = 2048 bit
ﬁelds for 1024 bit plain-texts. Cipher-texts are 2048 bit.
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Fig. 3. SCPU is 1-3 orders of magnitude cheaper than cryptography.

up and handling DMA interrupts. Ccycle scpu is the cost
of a SCPU cycle. Bs = 64KB is the block size of data
transmitted between the server and the SCPU in one
round and Bc is the cipher block size (128 bits for AES).
ηaddition scpu = 2 is the number of cycles per addition
operation in the SCPU for 64 bit addition (on a 32 bit
architecture).
Figure 2 shows the cost relationship between the
solutions. It can be seen that for any data set sizes
Costscpu < Costhomomorphic and Costscpu < Costtransf er .
We also note that for data sets of size < 100KB, the
cost of client-side homomorphic decryptions (which involves modular exponentiation) dominates and exceeds
the data transmission cost in Costtransf er . Overall, the
use of SCPUs is the most efﬁcient from a cost-centric
point of view, by more than an order of magnitude when
compared with cryptographic alternatives.
2.3 Generalized Argument
Recall that current cryptographic constructs are based
on trapdoor functions [18]. Currently viable trapdoors
are based on modular exponentiation in large ﬁelds
(e.g., 2048 bit modular operations) and viable homomorphisms involve a trapdoor for computing the ciphertexts. Additionally, the homomorphic operation itself involves processing these encrypted values at the server in
large ﬁelds, while respecting the underlying encryption
trapdoor, incurring at least the cost of a modular multiplication [33], [28], [29]. This fundamental cryptography
has not improved in efﬁciency in decades and would
require the invention of new mathematical tools before
such improvements are possible.
Thus, overall, for large scale, efﬁcient deployments,
(e.g., clouds) where CPU cycles are extremely cheap (e.g.,
0.45 picocents/cycle), performing the cheapest, least secure homomorphic operations (modular multiplication)
comes at a price-tag of at least 30,000 picocents [9] even
for values as small as 32-bit (e.g., salaries, zip-codes).
Thus, even if we assume that in future developments
homomorphisms will be invented that can allow full
Turing Machine languages to be run under the encryption envelope, unless new trapdoor math is discovered

each operation will yet cost at least 30,000 picocents
when run on efﬁcient servers. By comparison, SCPUs
process data at a cost of 56 picocents/cycle. This is a
difference of several orders of magnitude in cost. We
also note that, while ECC signatures (e.g., even the weak
ECC-192) may be faster, ECC-based trapdoors would be
even more expensive, as they would require two point
multiplications, coming at a price-tag of least 780,000
cycles ([11] page 402).
Yet, this is not entirely accurate, as we also need to
account for the fact that SCPUs need to read data in
before processing. The SCPUs considered here feature
a decryption throughput of about 10-14 MB/second for
AES decryption [3], conﬁrmed also by our benchmarks.
This limits the ability to process data. E.g, comparing
two 32-bit integers as in a JOIN operation becomes
dominated not by the single-cycle conditional JUMP
CPU operation but by the cost of decryption. At 166200 megacycles/second this results in the SCPU having
to idly wait anywhere between 47 and 80 cycles for
decryption to happen in the crypto engine module before
it can process the data. This in effect results in an
amortized SCPU cost of between 2632 and 4480 picocents
(3556 picocents on average) for each operation which
reduces the above 3 orders of magnitude difference to
only one order of magnitude, still in favor of SCPUs 4 .
The above holds even for the case when the SCPU
has only enough memory for the two compared values.
Further, in the presence of signiﬁcantly higher, realistic
amounts of SCPU memory (e.g., M = 32MB for 4764001), optimizations can be achieved for certain types of
queries such as relational JOINs. The SCPU can read
in and decrypt entire data pages instead of single data
items and run the JOIN query over as many of the
decrypted data pages as would ﬁt in memory at one
time. This results in signiﬁcant savings. To illustrate,
consider a page size of P 32-bit words and a simple
JOIN algorithm for two tables of size N 32-bit integers
each (we’re just concerned with the join attribute). Then
the SCPU will perform a number of (N/P )2 + (N/P )
page fetches each involving also a page data decryption
at a cost of P · 3556 picocents. Thus we get a total cost
2
of ( NP + N ) · 3556 + N 2 · 56. For reasonable sizes, e.g.,
P = M/2/4 = 4 million, this cost becomes 3+ orders
of magnitude lower than the N 2 · 30000 picocent cost
incurred in the cryptography-based case.
Cost vs. Performance. Given these 3+ orders of magnitude cost advantages of the SCPU over cryptographybased mechanisms, we expect that for the above discussed aggregation query mechanism [42], the SCPU’s
overall performance will also be at least comparable if
not better despite the CPU speed handicap. We experimentally evaluated this hypothesis and achieved a
throughput of about 1.07 million tuples/second for the
4. The cost can be reduced further by up to 50% if instead of AES, a
cipher is built using a faster cryptographic hash as a pseudo-random
function [6].
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(a) TrustedDB architecture.

(b) Query Plan for Q6.

(c) Query Plan for Q3.

Fig. 4. TrustedDB architecture and query plans. Green and Red indicate public & private attributes respectively.
SCPU. By contrast, in [42] best-case scenario throughputs
range between 0.58 and 0.92 million tuples/second and
at much higher overall cost.
Conclusion Summary. Figure 3 compares SCPU based
query processing with the most ideal cryptography
based mechanisms employing a single modular multiplication. Note that such idealistic crypto mechanisms
have not been invented yet, but even if they were as
Figure 3 illustrates, for linear processing queries (e.g.,
SELECT) the SCPU is roughly one+ order of magnitude
cheaper. For JOIN queries, the SCPU costs drop even
further even when assuming no available memory. Finally, in the presence of realistic amounts of memory,
due to increased overhead amortization, the SCPU is
multiple orders of magnitude cheaper than softwareonly cryptographic solutions on legacy hardware.
We note that the above conclusion may not apply
to targeted niche scenarios. E.g., it is entirely possible
that by maintaining client pre-computed data serverside, processing only a pre-deﬁned set of queries or by
supporting minimal query classes (such as only range
queries) speciﬁcally designed niche solutions may turn
out to be cheaper than general-purpose full-ﬂedged
SCPU-backed databases like TrustedDB.

3

A RCHITECTURE

Figure 4(a) depicts the TrustedDB architecture. In the
following we discuss some of the key elements.
Overview. To overcome SCPU storage limitations, the
outsourced data is stored at the host provider’s site.
Query processing engines are run on both the server
and in the SCPU. Attributes in the database are classiﬁed
as being either public or private. Private attributes are
encrypted and can only be decrypted by the client or by
the SCPU.
Since the entire database resides outside the SCPU, its
size is not bound by SCPU memory limitations. Pages

that need to be accessed by the SCPU-side query processing are pulled in on demand by the Paging Module.
Query execution entails a set of stages. (0) In the ﬁrst
stage a client deﬁnes a database schema and partially
populates it. Sensitive attributes are marked using the
SENSITIVE keyword which the client layer transparently
processes by encrypting the corresponding attributes:
CREATE TABLE customer(ID integer primary key,
Name char(72) SENSITIVE, Address char(120) SENSITIVE);

(1) Later, a client sends a query request to the host
server through a standard SQL interface. The query is
transparently encrypted at the client site using the public
key of the SCPU. The host server thus cannot decrypt
the query. (2) The host server forwards the encrypted
query to the Request Handler inside the SCPU. (3) The
Request Handler decrypts the query and forwards it to
the Query Parser. The query is parsed generating a set of
plans. Each plan is constructed by rewriting the original
client query into a set of sub-queries, and, according to
their target data set classiﬁcation, each sub-query in the
plan is identiﬁed as being either public or private. (4)
The Query Optimizer then estimates the execution costs
of each of the plans and selects the best plan (one with
least cost) for execution forwarding it to the dispatcher.
(5) The Query Dispatcher forwards the public queries
to the host server and the private queries to the SCPU
database engine while handling dependencies. The net
result is that the maximum possible work is run on the
host server’s cheap cycles. (6) The ﬁnal query result
is assembled, encrypted, digitally signed by the SCPU
Query Dispatcher, and sent to the client.
Query Parsing and Execution. Sensitive attributes can
occur anywhere within a query, e.g., in SELECT, WHERE
or GROUP-BY clauses, in aggregation operators, or
within sub-queries. The Query Parser’s job is then.
(a) To ensure that any processing involving private attributes is done within the SCPU. All private attributes
are encrypted using a shared data encryption keys be-
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tween the client and the SCPU, hence the host server
cannot decipher these attributes (section 5).
(b) To optimize the rewrite of the client query such that
most of the work is performed on the host server.
To exemplify how public and private queries are
generated from the original client query we use examples from the TPC-H benchmark [2]. TPC-H does not
specify any classiﬁcation of attributes based on security.
Therefore, we deﬁne a attribute set classiﬁcation into
private (encrypted) and public (non-encrypted). In brief,
all attributes that convey identifying information about
customers, suppliers and parts are considered private.
The resulting query plans, including rewrites into main
CPU and SCPU components for TPC-H queries Q3 and
Q6 are illustrated in Figure 4.
For queries that have WHERE clause conditions on
public attributes, the server can ﬁrst SELECT all the
tuples that meet the criteria. The private attributes’
queries are then performed inside the SCPU on these
intermediate results, to yield the ﬁnal result. E.g., query
Q6 of the TPC-H benchmark is processed as shown
in Figure 4(b). The host server ﬁrst executes a public
query that ﬁlters all tuples which fall within the desired
ship date and quantity range, both of these being public
attributes. The result from this public query is then used
by the SCPU to perform the aggregation on the private
attributes extended price and discount. While performing the aggregation the private attributes are decrypted
inside the SCPU. Since the aggregation operation results
in a new attribute composing of private attributes it is reencrypted within the SCPU before sending to the client.
Note that the execution of private queries depends on
the results from the execution of public queries and vicea-versa even though they execute in separate database
engines. This is made possible by the TrustedDB Query
Dispatcher in conjunction with the Paging Module.
Data manipulation queries (INSERT, UPDATE) also
undergo a rewrite. Moreover, any new generated
attribute values are re-encrypted within the SCPU
before updating the database. For illustration, consider the query UPDATE EMPLOYEES SET SALARY =
SALARY + 2000 WHERE ZIP = 98239. If SALARY is
a private attribute then the query works by ﬁrst decrypting the SALARY attribute, performing the addition and
then re-encrypting the updated values and is executed
within the SCPU. On the other hand if SALARY is a
public attribute then the query will be executed entirely
by the host server.
We refer the reader to [39] for more detailed explanation of query processing including group by and nested
queries. In this work we focus on query optimization
techniques in a trusted hardware model.
3.1 Query Optimization
3.1.1 Model
As per section 3, due to the un-availability of storage
within the SCPU the entire database is stored at the

server. However, the attribute classiﬁcation into public (non-encrypted) and private (encrypted) introduces
a strict vertical partitioning (although logical) of the
database between the server and the SCPU. The requirement to be adhered to is that any processing on private
attributes must be done within the conﬁnements of the
SCPU. This partitioning of data resembles a federated
database rather than a stand alone DBMS. Since this
partitioning is dictated by the security requirements of
the application and all data resides on the server existing
techniques [35], [14] are ruled out. The following sections
describe query optimization in TrustedDB within the
scope of this logical partitioning.
3.1.2 Overview
At a high level query optimization in a database system
works as follows.
(i) The Query Plan Generator constructs possibly multiple
plans for the client query.
(ii) For each constructed plan the Query Cost Estimator
computes an estimate of the execution cost of that plan.
(iii) The best plan i.e., one with the least cost, is then
selected and passed on to the Query Plan Interpretor for
execution.
The query optimization process in TrustedDB works
similarly with key differences in the Query Cost Estimator
due to the logical partitioning of data mentioned above.
However, we note that all optimizations possible in a
traditional DBMS with no private attributes are still
applicable to public sub-queries executed on the server.
We refer the reader to [24] for details of these existing
optimizations.
In the following sections we only discuss cases which
are unique to TrustedDB and trusted hardware based
designs alike.
Metric. The key in query optimization is estimating the
costs of various logical query plans. A common metric
utilized in comparing query plan costs has been disk
I/O [38], [36] which is justiﬁed since disk access is the
most expensive operation and should be minimized. In
the trusted hardware model of TrustedDB an additional
signiﬁcant I/O cost is introduced i.e., the server↔SCPU
data transfer. Moreover, disk access on the server and the
Server↔SCPU communication have different costs. In
addition we also need to consider the disparity between
the computational abilities of the server and the SCPU.
To combine all these factors we use execution time as
the metric for cost estimation. Note that from this point
onwards any reference to the cost of a query plan refers
to its execution time.
Also, the goal of the Query Optimizer is not to measure
query execution times with high accuracy but only to
correctly compare query plans based on an estimation.
To clarify, assume that a query Q has two valid execution
plans PA and PB . Then, if the real execution times of PA
and PB are such that ET real (PA ) >ET real (PB ), then it
sufﬁces for the Query Optimizer to estimate ET est (PA )
>ET est (PB ) although the values for ET real (Pi ) and
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ET est (Pi ) may not be close.
Approach. To illustrate the query optimization in
TrustedDB we take the following approach for each case.
(1) First, we present two alternative plans for the case.
(2) Next, we estimate the execution times (ET ) for each
of the two plans.
(3) We analyze the estimations of step (2) for selection
of the best plan.
Then, in section 4 we experimentally verify query
optimization techniques.
Note that in the running system multiple (>2) plans
could be considered. We limit ourselves to only two here,
for brevity. Also, steps (1-3) from above are performed
by the TrustedDB Query Optimizer (ﬁgure 4(a)).
3.1.3 System Catalog
Any
query Fig. 5. System Configuration parameters.
plan
is
Server
SCPU
composed
CPU
ηs
3.4 GHz
ηt
233 MHz
Memory
Υs
4 GB
Υt
32 MB
of
multiple
individual execution steps. To estimate the cost of
the entire plan it is essential to estimate the cost
of individual steps and aggregate them. In order to
estimate these costs the Query Cost Estimator needs
access to some key information. E.g., the availability of
an index or the knowledge of possible distinct values
of an attribute. These sets of information are collected
and stored in the System Catalog. Most available DBMS
today have some form of periodically updated System
Catalog. Figures 5-6 and tables 1-3 give a partial view of
the System Catalog maintained by TrustedDB. Later, in
section 3.1.5 we will see how this information is used in
estimating plan execution times. System Catalog content
is categorized as follows.
(a) System Conﬁguration (Figure 5).
These are the available compute capacities of the
system hardware. This information is unlikely to change
frequently and is conﬁgured during setup.
(b) Benchmarked Parameters (Table 1).
As part of query execution many basic operations are
performed which add to the overall execution time.
Benchmarks are employed to determine the average
execution times for these operations to aid in query
cost estimation. Unless changes occur in the system
conﬁguration this information need not be updated.
(c) Database ConﬁguraFig. 6. Database Configuration.
tion (Figure 6).
Database Parameters
DB Page Size
ρ
32KB
These
parameters
are
Server Cache Size
μs 32768
directly
set
on
the
database
SCPU Cache Size
μt 1024
B + -Tree Order
θ
100
to improve performance.
The server DBMS is an off the shelf industrial quality
database system (section 4) which provides large range
of conﬁguration parameters. With the TrustedDB design
this host DBMS can be conﬁgured independently.
(d) Data Statistics (Table 2).
A data scan is employed to collect statistics about the
actual data. This scan is conﬁgured to run periodically.
The statistics on public attributes are collected server

side. However, private attributes are scanned via the
SCPU, decrypted and then analyzed. Note that since
the collection process involves scan of the database it
is a time consuming task and needs to be scheduled
accordingly (e.g. nightly or weekends).
TABLE 1
Benchmarked parameters.
Disk Read
Server↔SCPU
Cycles / aggregation
Cycles / addition
Cycles / comparison
Crypto

Benchmarked Parameters
φs
0.02 ms
Avg time to read 32 KB blk from
server disk
λ
5.26 ms
Avg time to transfer a 32 KB blk
between server and SCPU
δg
3
number of cpu cycles per aggregate operation (e.g. group by)
δa
1
number of cpu cycles per addition
δc
1
number of cpu cycles per comparison between two values
a
0.012 μs
Time to encrypt/decrypt a single
(32 byte) attribute in SCPU

TABLE 2
Attribute
l shipdate
l shipmode
l linestatus
l quantity
l discount
l orderkey
l linenumber
Table
lineitem
lineitem

Collected data statistics.
lineitem
Values
Max
υlsd = 2526
ϑlsd
υlsm = 7
υlls = 2
υldc = 11
Indexes
Attribute(s)
l orderkey,
l linenumber
l shipdate

Size
κlsd = 4
κlsm = 10
κlls = 16
κlqt = 4
κldc = 16
κlok = 4
κlln = 4

Type
B + -Tree

Organization
clustered

B + -Tree

non-clustered

TABLE 3
Collected relation level statistics.
lineitem
orders
Number of tuples
ϕl
6M
ϕo
1.5 M
Tuple size
τl
120
τo
100
Tuples per page ( τρ )
ωl
273
ωo
328

ϕp
τp
ωp

part
200 K
160
203

3.1.4 Analysis of Basic Query Operations
The cost of a plan is the aggregate of the cost of the
steps that comprise it. In this section we present how
execution times for a certain set of basic query plan steps
are estimated. These steps are re-used in multiple plans
and hence we group their analysis here.
(i) Index-based lookup.
Consider the selection query Q = σl shipdate=10/01/1998 .
As per the System Catalog (table 2) there is a B + -Tree
index available on the attribute l shipdate. Hence the
expected execution time to locate the ﬁrst leaf page
containing the result tuples will be
ET (Q) = logθ ϕl · φs

(5)

Here, logθ ϕl is number of index pages read while φs is
the time to read a single page from disk on server.
(ii) Selection.
Estimating the execution time of selection queries requires estimation of the number of tuples that would
comprise the query result. For this, we ﬁrst deﬁne the
following from [24].
Deﬁnition 1: Values: The Values of an attribute A,
V alues(A) or υA is the number of distinct values of A.
Deﬁnition 2: Reduction Factor: The Reduction Factor of
a condition C, Reduction(C) or ΘC is the reduction
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(a) Case I: Group By on public attribute.

(b) Case II: Order By on public and private attributes.

(c) Case III: Distinct clause on public and private attribute.

(d) Case IV: Projections.

Fig. 7. Query optimization plans for cases I - IV of section 3.1.5. Green and Red indicate public & private attributes respectively.
in size of the relation caused by the execution of a
selection clause with that condition.
E.g.
1
Reduction(l shipdate = 10/01/1998) =

Further,

Θl

shipdate>10/01/1998

V alues(l shipdate)
OR
1
Θl shipdate=10/01/1998 =
υ ls d
ϑlsd − 10/01/1998
=
υ ls d

(6)

(7)

Note, that the above deﬁnitions assume a uniform distribution of attribute values i.e. each distinct attribute
value is equally likely to occur in a relation.
Now,
consider
the
selection
query
σl shipdate>10/01/1998 . In its execution, the index on
l shipdate is used to locate the ﬁrst leaf page containing
the result. Then, subsequent leaf pages are scanned
to gather all tuples comprising the result. Hence the
Θ ·ϕl
· φs . Here
estimated execution time is logθ ϕl · φs + lsd
ωl
Θ

·ϕ

l
estimates the number of leaf pages
the term lsd
ωl
containing all tuples that satisfy the query.
(iii) Server↔SCPU data transfer.
The intermediate results from query plan execution are
often transferred between the server and the SCPU.
This data transfer occurs in ﬁxed sized pages in a
synchronous fashion. If the data to be transferred is B
B
 · λ. Here, ρ
bytes then the total transfer time is  ρ∗1024

B
is the page size and hence  ρ∗1024
 gives the number of
pages needed to transfer B bytes. λ is the time required
to transfer a single page of size ρ (see table 1 and
ﬁgure 6 for values). Suppose that we need to transfer the
results of the query Πsum(l quantity) (σl shipdate>10/01/1998
and l linestatus=‘O ) . Then we can estimate the intermediate query result size by multiplying the number of tuples
in the query result with the total size of the projection
operation. The size of the projection is simply the sum
of the sizes of the individual attributes l linestatus and
l quantity. Hence, the total data transfer time for this
(κl +κlqt )·Θlsd ·ϕl
query is estimated as ls ρ∗1024
· λ.
(iv) External Sorting.
Since database relations can require large amount of
storage space external sorting is employed whenever the
relation(s) to be sorted cannot ﬁt in memory. External
sorting has been studied extensively [24] and the I/O
cost for an external merge sort is given as 2 ·F ·logM−1 F ,
where F is the total number of relation pages and M is
the number of pages that can be stored in memory (M
<<F ). Using this we can estimate the execution time for
sorting a relation r on the server as

2·

ϕr · τr
·
1024 · ρ



ϕr · τr
log Υs ·1024 −1
· φs
1024 · ρ
ρ

(8)
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TABLE 4
Cost computations for query plans shown in figures 7(a), 7(b) corresponding to cases I-II.
Case

Plan

Step

Θl

qt

(i). σl

qt

(iv).

qt

Public and Private

(vi).

attributes

(i). σl

ϕr · τr
·
1024 · ρ

−1

ϕr · τr
1024 · ρ



·λ
0.68
·λ
ldc +κlsm )·Θlsd ·Θlls ·ϕl
ρ∗1024

·ϕl
sd
· φs
ωl
)·Θ
lsm
lls
lsd ·ϕl
ρ·1024



Θlsd · ϕl · a
 (κ +κ
)·Θ



ldc

lsm
lsd ·Θlls ·ϕl
ρ∗1024

2 · F · logμt −1 F · λ, F =

(9)

Here, ϕr is the total number of tuples in r and τr is the
size of an individual tuple.
3.1.5

+κl
+κl )·Θl
·ϕl
sm
ls
sd
ρ∗1024

 (κ

logθ ϕl · φs +
 (κ +κ
+κ
ldc



· (φs + λ)

qt

0.78



Θl

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

l shipmode,DECRY P T (l discount) τ

ρ



2 · F · logμt −1 F · λ, F =

DECRY P T (l discount) τ

log Υt ·1024

Θlsd · ϕl · a
 (κ +κ
)·Θ

lsm
lsd ·Θlls ·ϕl
ρ∗1024
Θl
·Θl ·ϕl ·1000
sd
ls
· δc
ηs

and the time for the same sort from within the SCPU as
2·



ldc

l shipmode τ



 (κl

logθ ϕl · φs +
 (κ +κ
+κ
ldc

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer
(v).

·λ

sd

·ϕl
sd
· φs
ωl
lsm
lls )·Θlsd ·ϕl
ρ∗1024

1000
ηs

Θl

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l linestatus)=‘O )

B

sm
ls
ρ∗1024

2 · F · logμt −1 F · λ, F =
 (κl +κl )·υl

sm
sm
qt
·λ
ρ·1024

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer
(v).



·ϕl

Θlsd · ϕl · a

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l linestatus)=‘O )

(II) Order By on

0.57

)·Θl
·Θl ·ϕl
ls
sd
ls
ρ·1024
Θl

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer

A

sm

sd
logθ ϕl · φs +
· φs
ωl
 (κl +κl +κl )·Θ
·ϕl 
l

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

l shipmode χsum(l quantity)

(i). σl

·λ

sd

·λ
(Θlsd · ϕl · δg + Θlsd · Θlls · ϕl · δa ) ·

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l linestatus=‘O )

B

sm
ls
ρ∗1024

Θlsd · ϕl · a
 (κl +κl +κl

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer
(v). l shipmode χsum(l quantity)

(I) Group By on
public attribute

·ϕl

sd
· φs
logθ ϕl · φs +
ωl
 (κl +κl +κl )·Θ
·ϕl 
l

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l linestatus=‘O )

A

Total ET (s)

Execution Time (ET )

(i). σl

Plan Evaluations

Case I: Group-By on Public Attribute.
Figure 7(a) shows two alternative plans for a Group-By
operation on the public attribute l shipmode. The
difference between the two plans (A & B) is whether the
grouping is performed by the server or the SCPU. If it
is performed by the server, then the cheap server cycles
are utilized. However, if done within the SCPU the
SCPU→Server data transfer is reduced, the reduction
depending upon the number of distinct values of
l shipmode. Table 4 shows the computation of the
execution times of both plans A & B and the actual
estimation. It is observed that under the parameters and
System catalog data from ﬁgures 5-6 and tables 1-3 it is
more efﬁcient to perform the Group By on the server.
This is because the selection on l shipdate has high
selectivity and minimizes the data transfer cost. If this
selection operation had low selectivity then aggregation
within the SCPU would be less expensive.
Case II: Order-By on Public and Private Attributes.
If an Order-By clause has a public attribute followed
by a private attribute the server can ﬁrst order the
intermediate results on the public attribute leaving the
private ordering to the SCPU (ﬁgure 7(b) - Plan A).

·λ

1.29

·λ
 (κ +κ
ldc

lsm )·Θlsd ·Θlls ·ϕl
ρ∗1024



Or, the SCPU can process the entire Order-By clause
(ﬁgure 7(b) - Plan B). Under the speciﬁc data statistics
Plan A is preferred. The reason for this is that in Plan
A at one time the SCPU has to order tuples having the
same value for the attribute l shipmode. The size of
this intermediate result being small the sort operation
is more efﬁcient. Note that the SCPU employs external
sorting. Hence, any reduction in the size of intermediate
results directly lowers the Server↔SCPU transfer cost.
Case III: Distinct clause on Public and Private
Attributes.
A distinct clause can be processed either by using a hash
table or by ﬁrst sorting the input [24]. Here we analyze
the later approach. Similar to the Order-By case the
ﬁrst option (ﬁgure 7(c) - Plan A) here is for the server
to sort the intermediate results on the public attribute
l shipmode and then have the SCPU process the distinct
clause. The second option (ﬁgure 7(c) - Plan B) is for the
SCPU to sort and process the distinct entirely. As seen
from table 5 the optimizer prefers Plan A. The number
of distinct values of l shipmode play a critical role in
plan selection here. In the dataset l shipmode has a
high number of distinct values which means that after
the sort on server, the SCPU only operates on a small
portion of data at a time. A small number of unique
l shipmode values instead, would favor plan B since
the advantage of sorting on the server will be reduced.
Case IV: Projections.
When the number of projected attributes in a query is
high the server need not transfer all these attributes to
the SCPU for evaluation of private selection operations
(ﬁgure 7(d) - Plan B). The alternative (ﬁgure 7(d) - Plan
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TABLE 5
Cost computations for query plans shown in figures 7(c) and 7(d) corresponding to cases III-IV.
Case

Plan

Step
(i). σl

(III) Distinct on

A

(i).

(iii). Distinctl

attributes

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer

B

shipmode,DECRY P T (l discount)

l shipmode,DECRY P T (l discount) τ

(iii). Distinctl

shipmode,DECRY P T (l discount)

(iii). Server ← SCPU transfer
(i). σl
A

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l


linestatus =‘O )

(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer

(IV) Projections

(i). σl
B

shipdate>‘1998−10−01

(ii). Server → SCPU transfer
(iii). σDECRY P T (l linestatus=‘O )
(iv). Server ← SCPU transfer
(v). 
l

orderkey=okey,l linenumber=lnum

Θl

·ϕl
sd
 ωl

logθ ϕl · φs +
2·

l shipmode τ

Public and Private

(i).

ϕl ·Θl
·τ
sd l
1024·ρ

·

A) is to pass all attributes to the SCPU and then back to
the server after the selection operation within the SCPU
is performed. However, in Plan B the server needs to
perform additional lookups to locate the corresponding
projected attributes for each tuple in the result set. To
optimize the ﬁnal lookup join, the server ﬁrst sorts
the intermediate results received from the SCPU on
the tuple primary key. This greatly reduces the disk
operations thereby making plan B more efﬁcient.

E XPERIMENTS

Setup. The SCPU of choice is the IBM 4764-001 PCI-X
with the 3.30.05 release toolkit featuring 32MB of RAM
and a PowerPC 405GPr at 233 MHz. The SCPU sits on
the PCI-X bus of an Intel Xeon 3.4 GHz, 4GB RAM
Linux box (kernel 2.6.18). The server DBMS is a standard
MySQL 14.12 Distrib 5.0.45 engine. The SCPU DBMS is
a heavily modiﬁed SQLite custom port to the PowerPC.
The entire TrustedDB stack (ﬁgure 4(a)) is written in C.
TPC-H Query Load. To evaluate the runtime of generalized queries, we chose several queries from the TPC-H
set [2] of varying degrees of difﬁculty and privacy. The
TPC-H scale factor is 1 i.e, the database size is 1GB.
Figure 8(a) shows the execution times compared to
a simple un-encrypted MySQL setup. Figure 8(b) also
depicts the breakdown of times spent in execution of the
public and private sub-queries. The execution times of
private queries include the time required for encryption
and decryption operations inside the SCPU. The public
queries executed on the host server also include the
processing times to interface the TrustedDB stack with
the server database engine and output the ﬁnal results.

· φs



ρ

υlsm · 2 · F · logμt −1 F · λ,
 (κ

lsm +κldc )·υlsm ·υldc
ρ·1024





2·

ϕl ·τl
1024·ρ

·

ϕl ·Θl
·τ
sd l
· φs
1024·ρ
−1
 κ ·Θ ·Θ ·ϕ
ldc
lsd
lls
l
F =
ρ∗1024

log Υs ·1024

log Υt ·1024
ρ

·λ

0.23





ϕl ·τl
−1 1024·ρ

· (φs + λ)

 (κ

2 · F · logμt −1 F · λ, F =
 (κ

+κ
)·υ
·υ

ldc +κlsm )·Θlsd ·Θlls ·ϕl
ρ∗1024

ldc
lsm ldc
·λ
ρ·1024
Θl
·ϕl
sd
logθ ϕl · φs +
· φs
ω
 (κl +κl +κl l+κl +κl )·Θl ·ϕl
sm
qt
dc
sd
ls
sd
ρ·1024



0.20

lsm

Θlsd · ϕl · a
 (κl +κl +κl



dc

Θlsd · ϕl · a
 (κ
+κ
)·Θ
lok



lln
ρ·1024

(2 · F

 (κ

sm

lsd ·ϕl



0.81

·λ

+κl
+κl )·Θl
·Θl ·ϕl
sd
ls
sd
ls
ρ·1024
Θl
·ϕl
sd
logθ ϕl · φs +
· φs
ωl
 (κ +κ

lls
lok +κlln )·Θlsd ·ϕl
·λ
ρ·1024
qt



·λ

0.32

·λ

· logμt −1 F ) +
)·Θ
·ϕ 

lok +κlln
lsd
ρ·1024

4

Total ET (s)

Execution Time (ET )
shipdate>‘1998−10−01

Θl

·ϕl
ls
ωl

· φs ,

F

=

l

As can be seen, when compared with the completely unsecured baseline scenario, security does not
come cheap with execution times being higher by factors between 1.03 and 10. These factors beneﬁt from
TrustedDB’s leveraging of the untrusted server’s CPU
for non-sensitive query portions. However, recall from
section 2 that the actual costs are orders of magnitude
lower than any solution based on software-only cryptography on legacy server hardware.
Updates. Figure 8(c) shows the latencies for insert and
update statements. The reported times are for a random
insert/update of a single tuple in the lineitems relation
averaged over ten runs.
Query Optimization. In section 3.1 we presented
different query plans, analyzed their execution and
showed how the optimizer computed their execution
times. Tables 4 and 5 summarized the theoretical costs
and estimated execution times. To verify whether the
plans selected in each of the cases is indeed the best
plan we executed each of the plans on the TPC-H dataset
and measured their execution times. The results are in
ﬁgure 9(a). We ﬁnd that in each of the cases (I-IV) the
following holds. If ET est (PA ) >ET est (PB ) in table 4
or 5 then ET real (PA ) >ET real (PB ) in ﬁgure 9(a). For
a more detailed evaluation, we compare the estimated
and measured times for varying selectivity of the public
attribute l shipdate in case I. Note that this selectivity
directly inﬂuences the amount of Server↔SCPU data
transfer and thus the overall processing costs. As seen in
ﬁgure 9(b) the optimizer correctly estimates which plan
would have lower execution time for most of the cases.
Figure 9(c) shows the results for very low selectivity of
l shipdate. At low selectivity the accuracy of estimation
lowers. There are two reasons for this (a) The measured
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(a) TPC-H query execution times.

(b) Query time proﬁles.

0
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(c) DML ops.

Fig. 8. TPC-H query execution times, time profiles and latencies for DML operations. Qi = ith query from TPC-H [2].
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(c) Low selectivity for case I.

Fig. 9. Measured execution times for optimization cases I-IV from section 3.1 and with varied selectivity for Case I.
times vary by +3.5ms between runs. Thus when the between the client and the SCPU are encrypted. Thus,
estimated times for two plans differ by <3.5ms they despite acting as a communication conduit between the
are practically equivalent. (b) The optimizer assumes a client and the SCPU, the server cannot perform manuniform distribution of attribute values. For the TPC- in-the-middle attacks and gain access to sensitive data.
H data this does not hold especially at low selectivity. Since full details are signiﬁcantly more complex and out
The accuracy of estimation in this case can be increased of scope, we refer the reader to [37], [39] for the detailed
by simply populating the System Catalog with more OA concepts.
accurate information.
Scalability. In an outsourced environment it is often
desired that multiple clients access the database simul5 D ISCUSSION
taneously. We note that a single SCPU is not sufﬁcient
Security. Data Encryption is only one of the links in to handle the workload in such a scenario. However,
a chain of trust that ensures the security of TrustedDB. the extension of TrustedDB to utilize multiple SCPUs
The other aspects of encryption granularity and custom- is straightforward using the following steps. (a) Physcipher design are discussed in prior work [39]. In ad- ical installation of additional SCPUs along with the
dition, several other assurances are necessary. Clients TrustedDB codebase, and (b) Importing the database
need to be conﬁdent that (i) the remote SCPU was not schema and encryption keys securely in to the new SCPU
tampered with, (ii) the SCPU runs the correct TrustedDB from an existing SCPU or client.
Secure SCPU↔SCPU or client↔SCPU channels
code stack, OS and ﬁrmware, and (iii) the client-SCPU
needed by step (b) can be easily setup using the
communication is secure.
(i) is assured by the tamper-resistant construction of Outbound Authentication mechanisms illustrated in
the SCPU which meets the FIPS 140-2 level 4 [1] physical [39]. Steps (a) and (b) are sufﬁcient since they cover the
security requirements. In the event of SCPU tamper de- entire information required by an SCPU to provide the
tection, sensitive memory areas containing critical secrets desired functionality. Note that no changes are required
are automatically erased. (ii) is ensured by deploying the to the data stored on the host server. Also, a single
SCPU Outbound Authentication (OA) [37] mechanisms. SCPU serves multiple clients without compromising
(iii) is achieved by deploying public-private key cryp- security since the entire code stack within the SCPU
tography in key messaging stages. Both, client and the (ﬁrmware to TrustedDB application) is veriﬁable by
SCPU possess a public-private key pair (Figure 4(a)). clients (at any time) using the OA mechanism [39].
Not unlike HTTPS/SSL communication, messages sent Key Management. So far we have considered a single
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data encryption key shared between the SCPU and
client(s). In a multi-client scenario it may be desired
to have multiple distinct client-SCPU keys for either
access control or increased security in case one or more
clients are compromised. The extensions to handle such
a scenario are also simple. The data stored on host
server disk can be encrypted using a single master
encryption key known only to the SCPU. Since all
update/insert operations are performed by the SCPU
the master key is stored within the SCPU and is never
communicated to the outside. Now, all decryptions
required as part of query processing use the master
key. Only when a sensitive attribute value is to be
communicated to the client the SCPU encrypts it using
the speciﬁc client-SCPU encryption key. This way only
the authorized client can access the data. This design is
possible since the SCPU has specialized battery backed
memory dedicated for the purpose of key storage. The
available space (128 KB for the 4764) enables the storage
of up to 8K keys assuming a 128 bit key size. For larger
key space client keys can be generated from the master
encryption key using techniques similar to the key
construction in [39].
Data Compression. Although at ﬁrst glance, using compression along with encryption may seem promising,
in the case of TrustedDB compression does not offer
any advantages. This is because TrustedDB uses very
ﬁne grained attribute level encryption. Since individual
attributes (ids, names, etc) are inherently small in size
the compressed data will likely be the same size as uncompressed data thereby undermining the advantages of
using compression. Instead, if record or page level compression is used then processing over public attributes
can no longer be done server-side thereby degrading
performance.
Limitations. The TrustedDB query parser does not yet
support parsing of multi-level nested sub-queries and
user deﬁned views.

6

R ELATED WORK

Queries on Encrypted Data. Hacigumus et al. [20]
propose division of data into secret partitions and rewriting of range queries over the original data in terms
of the resulting partition identiﬁers. This balances a
trade-off between client and server-side processing, as
a function of the data segment size. In [21] the authors
explore optimal bucket sizes for range queries.
[12] proposes using tuple-level encryption and indexes
on the encrypted tuples to support equality predicates.
The main contribution here is the analysis of attribute
exposure caused by query processing leading to two
insights. (a) the attribute exposure increases with the
number of attributes used in an index, and (b) the
exposure decreases with the increase in database size.
Range queries are processed by encrypting individual
B + − T ree nodes and having the client, in each query
processing step, retrieve a desired encrypted B + − T ree

node from the server, decrypt and process it. However,
this leads to minimal utilization of server resources
thereby undermining the beneﬁts of outsourcing. Moreover, transfer of entire B + − T ree nodes to the client
results in signiﬁcant network costs.
[44] employs Order Preserving encryption for querying encrypted xml databases. In addition, a technique
referred to as splitting and scaling is used to differ the
frequency distribution of encrypted data from that of the
plain-text data. Here, each plain-text value is encrypted
using multiple distinct keys. Then, corresponding values are replicated to ensure that all encrypted values
occur with the same frequency thereby thwarting any
frequency-based attacks.
[45] uses a salted version of IDA scheme to split encrypted tuple data amongst multiple servers. In addition,
a secure B + − T ree is built on the key attribute. The
client utilizes the B + − T ree index to determine the
IDA matrix columns that need to be accessed for data
retrieval. To speed up client-side processing and reduce
network overheads it is suggested to cache parts of the
B + − T ree index client-side.
Vertical partitioning of relations amongst multiple untrusted servers is employed in [15]. Here, the privacy
goal is to prevent access of a subset of attributes by any
single server. E.g., {Name, Address} can be a privacy
sensitive access-pair and query processing needs to ensure that they are not jointly visible to any single server.
The client query is split into multiple queries wherein
each sub-query fetches the relevant data from a server
and the client combines results from multiple servers. [4]
also uses vertical partitioning in a similar manner and
for the same privacy goal, but differs in partitioning and
optimization algorithms. TrustedDB is equivalent to both
[15], [4] when the size of the privacy subset is one and
hence a single server sufﬁces. In this case each attribute
column needs encryption to ensure privacy [10]. Hence
[15], [4] can utilize TrustedDB to optimize for querying
encrypted columns since otherwise they rely on clientside decryption and processing.
[10] introduces the concept of logical fragments to
achieve the same partitioning effect as in [15], [4] on
a single server. A fragment here is simply a relation
wherein attributes not desired to be visible in that fragment are encrypted. TrustedDB (and other solutions) are
in effect concrete mechanisms to efﬁciently query any
individual fragment from [10]. [10] on the other hand
can be used to determine the set of attributes that should
be encrypted in TrustedDB.
Ge et al. [16] propose an encryption scheme in a
trusted-server model to ensure privacy of data residing
on disk. The FCE scheme designed here is equivalently
secure as a block cipher, however, with increased efﬁciency. [30], like [16] only ensures privacy of data residing on disk. In order to increase query functionality a
layered encryption scheme is used and then dynamically
adjusted (by revealing key to the server) according to
client queries. TrustedDB on the other hand operates
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in an un-trusted server model, where sensitive data is
protected, both on disk and during processing.
Data that is encrypted on disk but processed in clear
(in server memory) as in [16], [30] compromises privacy
during the processing interval. In [8] the disclosure
risks in such solutions are analyzed. [8] also proposes
a new query optimizer that takes into account both
performance and disclosure risk for sensitive data. Individual data pages are encrypted by secret keys that are
managed by a trusted hardware module. The decryption
of the data pages and subsequent processing is done in
server memory. Hence the goal is to minimize the lifetime of sensitive data and keys in server memory after
decryption. In TrustedDB there is no such disclosure risk
since decryptions are performed only within the SCPU.
Aggregation queries over relational databases is provided in [19] by making use of homomorphic encryption
based on Privacy Homomorphism [33]. The authors
in [13] have suggested that this scheme is vulnerable
to a cipher text only attack. Instead [13] proposes an
alternative scheme to perform aggregation queries based
on bucketization [20]. Here the data owner precomputes
aggregate values such as SUM and COUNT for partitions and stores them encrypted at the server. Although
this makes processing of certain queries faster it does not
signiﬁcantly reduce client side processing.
Ge et al. [42] discuss executing aggregation queries
with conﬁdentiality on an untrusted server. Due to the
use of extremely expensive homomorphisms [28], [29]
this scheme leads to impractically large costs by comparison, for any reasonable security parameter choices.
This is discussed in more detail in section 2.
Above solutions are specialized for certain types of
query operations on encrypted data. [12] for equality
predicates, [20], [45], [44] for range predicates and [19],
[42] for aggregation. In TrustedDB, all decryptions are
performed within the secure conﬁnements of the SCPU,
thereby processing is done on plain-text data. This removes any limitation on the nature of predicates that
can now be employed on encrypted attributes including
arbitrary user deﬁned functions. We note that certain
solutions designed for a very speciﬁc set of predicates
can be more efﬁcient albeit at the loss of functionality.
Trusted Hardware. In [5] SCPUs are used to retrieve
X509 certiﬁcates from a database. However, this only
supports key based lookup. Each record has a unique
key and a client can query for a record by specifying
the key. [34] uses multiple SCPUs to provide key based
search. The entire database is scanned by the SCPUs to
return matching records.
[32] implements arbitrary joins by reading the entire
database through the SCPU. Such as approach is clearly
not practical for real implementations since it is lower
bounded by the Server↔SCPU bandwidth (10 MBps in
our setup).
Chip-Secured Data Access [25] uses a smart card for
query processing and for enforcing access rights. The
client query is split such that the server performs ma-

jority of the computation. The solution is limited by the
fact that the client query executing within the smart card
cannot generate any intermediate results since there is
no storage available on the card. In follow-up work,
GhostDB [27] proposes to embed a database inside a USB
key equipped with a CPU. It allows linking of private
data carried on the USB Key and public data available
on a server. GhostDB ensures that the only information
revealed to a potential spy is the query issued and the
public data accessed.
Both [25] and [27] are subject to the storage limitations
of trusted hardware which in turn limits the size of the
database and the queries that can processed. In contrast TrustedDB uses external storage to store the entire
database and reads information into the trusted hardware as needed which enables it to be used with large
databases. Moreover, database pages can be swapped
out of the trusted hardware to external storage during
query processing.
In [7] a database engine is proposed inside a SCPU
for data sharing and mining. The SCPU fetches data
from external sources using secure jdbc connections. The
entire data is treated as private with queries completely
executed inside the coprocessor. We ﬁnd that using the
IBM 4764 for processing queries entirely within the
trusted hardware module, without utilizing server cpu
cycles, is up to 40x slower than traditional server query
processing. This is so even when the trusted hardware
has access to the local server ﬁle system using our Paging
Module (section 3). Hence using jdbc connections as in [7]
can only have higher processing overheads.

7

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper’s contributions are threefold: (i) the introduction of new cost models and insights that explain and
quantify the advantages of deploying trusted hardware
for data processing, (ii) the design and development of
TrustedDB, a trusted hardware based relational database
with full data conﬁdentiality and no limitations on query
expressiveness, and (iii) detailed query optimization
techniques in a trusted hardware-based query execution
model.
This work’s inherent thesis is that, at scale, in outsourced contexts, computation inside secure hardware
processors is orders of magnitude cheaper than equivalent cryptography performed on provider’s unsecured
server hardware, despite the overall greater acquisition
cost of secure hardware. We thus propose to make
trusted hardware a ﬁrst-class citizen in the secure data
management arena. Moreover, we hope that cost-centric
insights and architectural paradigms will fundamentally
change the way systems and algorithms are designed.
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